DONALD TRUMP LIE:
"Obama born in the United States. Period."

Sept 16, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

Donald Trump has finally sided with the Marxist liars of both the Republican and Socialism/Marxist Democrat Parties. Today he has become an enemy of the United States Constitution.

He is well aware that the Constitution demands that a candidate for President of the United States NOT have ALIEN parents nor be born in an ALIEN country. One cannot be NATURAL BORN if one is of alien origin.

Trump understood this principle when he questioned Ted Cruz’s alien birth in Canada to an alien Cuban/Canadian father.

With the statement that Trump made to the world, "Obama born in the United States. Period" Trump has turned on the Constitution and has demonstrated that he will tell any lie to gain access to the white house.

As usual Mr. Trump has flip-flopped again! Just as he has done with his former pro-choice positions, and with his former pro-gay, pro-lesbian and pro-transgender mindset.

The American Resistance Party urges all citizens to resist both Hillary, and Trump and the other two candidates.
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